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A. K. M e l n i k o v (Moscow, NTC InformInvestGroup, CJSC). Application of
the calculation method of near-exact statistics probability distributions.
Problems of computational complexity of the statistics probabilities PT {S ngec} exact
distributions during processing text flows are considered in the author’s work [1]. Creation
of statistic criteria for processing texts with the length n > 50 within the character set with
the power N > 64 requires use of exact distributions [2], because use of limit distributions
leads to increasing of the number of false selected texts.
In the author’s work [3] the parameter space (n, N ) of possible calculation and, as
a consequence, possible application of exact distributions was calculated on the base of
assumption that the performance of the computational resource, available for calculation of
exact distributions, is Πвс = 1016 operations per second, and the processing time is T = 30
days or 2 592 000 seconds. In the same work, a field of limit distributions application was
created on the base of the R. A. Fisher’s statement [4, p. 73] concerning possibility of use
of limit distributions when k > 5, where k = n/N. Between the ranges of exact and limit
distributions, the parameter space (n, N ) was found. For this space it is impossible to
calculate exact distributions, and limit distributions cannot be used due to loss of accuracy.
As a result, the space was called the space of uncertainty.
Since it is impossible to calculate exact distributions of statistics for samples with the
parameters (n, N ) from the space of uncertainty, the author in the work [1] suggests to
use distributions, which differ from the exact ones not more than by the value Δ, given in
advance, or Δ-exact distributions. As an example of calculation of Δ-exact distributions,
we selected a point from the space of uncertainty (50, 26). According to the calculation
method for Δ-exact distributions, described in [5], Δ-exact statistics distributions with
the accuracy Δ = 10−5 were calculated. Their limit distribution is χ2 (N −1)-distribution
with N−1 degrees of freedom. There were also calculated Δ-exact distributions of statistic
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where h i is the frequency (sample space) of the symbol a i , n is the text size (sample size),
N is the number of sample spaces of the polynomial scheme (the power of the character
set A n ), and p i is the probability of the a i sample.
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With the chosen accuracy Δ = 10−5 and the calculation method [5], the probability
of the statistic with the maximum frequency
N

M n = max h i
i=1

was obtained according to recurrent equations (8) – (10) from [5].
The obtained probability of the statistic with the maximum frequency P {M50 < 12} =
0, 9999992 defined the limits for calculation of the considered statistics distributions χ50 ,
λ50 and m50 . The considered statistics distributions are calculated with the chosen accuracy Δ = 10−5 according to the equations:
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where μν is defined as the number of positive integer solutions of the equation h1 +
∙ ∙ ∙ + h n = n, for which h i = ν. Owing to this fact, the calculations became possible and
considerably more simple.
Conclusion. Owing to the calculation method of Δ-exact distributions, which differs from the exact ones not more than by the value Δ, given in advance, it is possible to
calculate statistics distributions in such parameters space of texts, which has insufficient
accuracy of limit distributions, and calculation of exact distributions is not possible. In
order to increase effectiveness of statistical procedures of text flows processing it is reasonable to calculate Δ-exact distributions in required parameter spaces, where use of limit
distributions is impossible, beforehand.
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